
 

Our Connections 
We are committed to ethical collecting, which 

respects our rich heritage and discourages 

unlawful and dishonest acquisition of 

numismatic materials! Our contacts include 

major auction houses, key experts in different 

aspects of world coinage and reputable local coin 

dealers. We are always at hand to discuss 

confidently any aspects of your collection or 

advise you on occasional finds. Yes, coins also 

benefit from showing off and want to be touched, 

so you can always bring your favorite specimens 

to our meetings as a glowing testimonial of your 

impeccable taste, knowledge or financial 

commitment, whether small or great. JOIN US to 

avail yourself of our contacts and to meet like-

minded enthusiasts with unquenchable thirst for 

curiosity and knowledge. 

Our Friends 
The Royal Mint, world’s leading export mint. 

Spink & Son, world's premier collectables 

auction house since 1666. 

CONTACT US to learn more detail on how to 

become a friend of NSI(NB) 

  

Who We Are 

About Us 

The Numismatic Society of Ireland (Northern 

Branch) first met in 1963 as a group of local 

enthusiasts and scholars to share their interest 

in the history and art of world coinage. For over 

50 years our Society has been promoting the 

hobby and coin studies locally and across Ireland 

and the UK. We meet regularly to exchange news, 

showcase recent acquisitions and raise 

awareness of emerging market trends, 

discoveries and opportunities. JOIN US to find 

out for yourself the joy and challenge of coin 

collecting and studying! YOUNG MEMBERS with 

various interest in coins and medals are 

particularly welcome, and will benefit the most 

of our expertise and support!  

Contact Us 

For membership and event programme 

Email: numsocirelandnb@aol.com  

For evaluation or advice on collection 

management contact  

Stephen Mulhern (St. George’s Market Belfast, 

Fridays 9am-2pm) 

Tel: 028 9071 9585 

AA Collector Coins and Medals 

Tel: 028 9071 0115 
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On a treasure hunt: busy collectors at the International Coin 

Fair in  Royal Dublin Society 

Events 
For over 50 years we have been involved in 

organising and running major events on Irish 

and British numismatics, including the BANS 

Congress in 2002 and 2015, Belfast Coin Fair and 

a number of local activities. We are committed to 

success by bringing reputable dealers and 

experts to meet collectors and the public in 

Belfast.  We are frequently off touring the Irish 

countryside, visiting local mints and places of 

interest associated with Irish coinage, and 

meeting local collectors and coin enthusiasts. 

JOIN US to learn how you can contribute to our 

events aimed at promoting coin history, art and 

scholarship among young and experienced 

collectors.   

Public Outreach 
We have a range of experts in Irish, British and 

World coins and medals who would be delighted 

to present an educational talk or workshop 

companied by a showcase of historical coins to 

help your audience fully appreciate the coin 

history and art, or receive advice on acquisitions 

and collection management. CONTACT US for 

detail.  

 

  Did you know that for nearly 2 millennia the 

islanders of Yap in Micronesia have been using 

giant stone disks, called Rai stones, as a form of 

currency? The stones are quarried on the 

neighbour islands. They are often too heavy to 

move, so that all 

transactions are 

recorded in the 

oral history. The 

perceived value 

of a Rai stone is 

based not only 

on its size and craftsmanship, but also on its 

history. For instance, a stone delivered from the 

quarry by a famous sailor has a higher extrinsic 

value. JOIN US to learn many curious facts and 

tales of the world currencies!  

 

“Young or old, it’s never too early 

or too late to start. All it takes is 

a single coin, 

and a sense of 

curiosity and 

wonder.” 

Coins Speak 
Coin collecting, frequently called the “Hobby of 

Kings”, is one of the most noble and oldest 

hobbies in the world, a display of the 

commitment, status, skills, curiosity and aesthetic 

taste of the devoted individual. 

  

 
An important hoard of gunmoney coins of King James II found 

near Lisrathdine Fort, Co. Tipperary, in 1936 and recently 
acquired by the effort of a member of NSI(NB) 

Great artists of the Renaissance, monarchs, 

merchants, bankers and scholars have been 

fascinated by ancient coins and medals long before 

numismatics became an academic discipline and 

invaluable source of our knowledge of ancient 

history. Nowadays, coin finds continue to be 

important chronological markers and evidence of 

global trade and links.  The art and symbolism of 

ancient coins is still mysterious and unsurpassed, 

despite all recent technological achievements. 

Even coin errors have value! Every coin is a 

witness of history, a time piece that under proper 

examination can tell us a story of the days and 

people past. From the very first coins symbolising 

the portable wealth of the Greek mercenaries and 

merchants, through the instrument of political 

propaganda of the Romans and identity markers 

of medieval city-states, to the display of 

workmanship and power of the post-medieval 

empires, coins weighed our wealth, luck and 

charity, now entering a new age of electronic 

currency. JOIN US to learn how to speak with your 

coins and communicate your discoveries with 

passion and rigor.  


